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Abstract
People usually take short videos to record meaningful
moments in their lives. However, selecting the most representative frame, which not only has high image visual
quality but also captures video content, from a short video
to share or keep is a time-consuming process for one may
need to manually go through all the frames in a video to
make a decision. In this paper, we introduce the problem of
the best frame selection in a short video and aim to solve
it automatically. Towards this end, we collect and will release a diverse large-scale short video dataset that includes
11, 000 videos shoot in our daily life. All videos are assumed to be short (e.g., a few seconds) and each video has
human-annotated of the best frame. Then we introduce a
deep convolutional neural network (CNN) based approach
with ranking objective to automatically pick the best frame
from frame sequences extracted via short videos. Additionally, we propose new evaluation metrics, especially for the
best frame selection. In experiments, we show our approach
outperforms various other methods significantly.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, with benefits from the advances in hardware
of digital cameras (e.g., the high-quality camera on iPhone)
and an expanding number of social media platforms, more
and more people would like to take short videos to record
meaningful moments happened in various events, such as
vacations, parties, and festivals. By using mobile devices,
people can easily take high-quality videos and share them
on social media via various applications. To represent a
video, a thumbnail is usually selected and used to attract
viewers by the first impression. The chosen thumbnail is
considered as the best frame in a video, and it has an important role, for example, people care about thumbnails
when browsing videos [2], so the best frame serves as a
critical factor for determining whether to watch a video or
not [8]. The best frame should have a high visual quality
to be attractive and contain the essence of a video. Different from videos with a few minutes contain changing sub∗ Work
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jects, short videos, which may only a few seconds, always
record one event. Therefore, one representative frame is
usually enough to capture the content of a video while several frames are needed to show the content for video with a
few minutes.
However, selecting the best frame from short videos to
keep, share, or post is still a tedious, time-consuming, and
challenging process. One needs to manually go through
all frames one by one to make a decision. Additionally,
many frames share similar content and visual image quality, which makes it even harder to decide the better one.
There have been studies on video summarization [54, 58,
32] where key shots including a few continuous frames are
chosen to shorten videos into a compact version. However,
for video summarization, frames with similar content in selected key shots are treated equally, and there is no ranking
information among those frames to help decide the best one.
Similarly, the works on image quality assessment [34, 33]
give image scores on an absolute scale such as low quality
or high quality, cannot still differentiate frames with similar quality, which is a common situation in short videos.
Other works process image attributes learning as a regression problem [55, 27], but the context of a video is an essential factor for human preference on the best frame in short
videos, which are ignored in those works. The learning of a
robust ranking model for frame selection requires the understanding of low-level image features and high-level image
features unified in one model. For example, some videos
contain frames with similar content, low-level features such
as undesired blur or out of focus are usually the decisive
factors for determining best frames, while for other videos
containing frames with changing context, the selection criteria could be high-level features such as image composition
or aesthetics.
Given there is quite limited work on selecting one best
frame from short videos, in this article, we aim to solve the
problem of the best frame selection in a short video. To facilitate the study on best frame selection, we collect and will
release a new dataset including 11, 000 diverse short videos
that captured in our daily life. Each video has its frames
extracted to form a frame sequence, and the best frame in
a frame sequence is manually annotated. We present two
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Figure 1: Two example short videos. The frames in each example are sampled from a short video and sorted from high to
low in terms of their ground truth scores. In each frame sequence, the frame with red boundary is selected as the best frame
by our approach. The selected frame in each short video captures the video’s essence and has high visual quality.
short video examples from our dataset in Figure 1 where the
frames are sorted from low to high based on their ground
truth scores. The image with a red boundary is automatically selected as the best frame by our approach, which represents the content of the short videos and has high visual
quality. We introduce an end-to-end training of a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) with a ranking loss function to choose the best frame from frame sequence automatically. Moreover, as the current study has revealed the
importance of facial features in selecting images from albums [59], we incorporate facial features into one end-toend network. During inference time, the network predicts
frame scores for a given frame sequence, and the frame with
the highest score is determined as the best frame. To evaluate the proposed method, we further introduce three evaluation metrics because exiting evaluation metrics for ranking
problems, such as Spearman rank correlation [52], cannot

determine whether the top frame is the best. Experimental
results demonstrate that our approach has a clear advantage
over baseline and prior works by outperforming them significantly.
In summary, our main contributions are three-fold:
• We propose and address the problem of best frame selection in a short video, and collect a large-scale short
video dataset to facilitate research in this direction.
• We introduce learning strategies for studying the best
frame selection in a short video with newly evaluation
metrics.
• We incorporate facial features in the learning algorithm, which is effective in a real-world application on
personal videos.
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2. Related Work
2.1. Photo Triage
Photo selection has drawn more attention because of the
increasing the of personal albums [7, 49]. Previous works
have explored designing a user interface to help viewers interactively control the process of photo triage according to
their preference [13, 23]. Recently, Chang et al. [4] proposed a neural network-based method to classify a pair of
images in a photo collection to determine which one has
higher quality. However, the method is limited in the following three aspects: (1) the model is trained on photo collections where each collection only has few images instead
of videos, so it may not be optimal for best frame selection
in short videos; (2) it has not incorporated face information
in the neural network model; (3) the model is trained with a
pair-wise classification loss which can be sensitive to pairs
of training images with similar qualities, and it lacks efficiency during inference as it has to evaluate every pair.
Other studies on the assessment of image quality are alternative approaches for selecting photos from the collection. The estimated image score can be used to rank images in a collection that can be obtained from low-level image features, such as color [41], texture [9, 48] and lighting [37, 3, 24, 56], and high-level image features including
aesthetics [11, 43, 33, 34, 27, 39], composition [37, 1, 17],
content [36, 24], memorability [22, 25, 14], and interestingness [15, 11, 18]. However, the quality assessment across
all the videos can fail in cases where videos contain images
with similar attributes. Instead of using quality attributes,
we find it is more effective to learn the ranking of frames.

2.2. Video Summarization and Keyframes Selection
Researchers have worked on video summarization with
a primary goal of selecting representative key shots from
videos. Recent studies show supervised video summarization [54, 58, 38, 35, 30, 42, 16, 57] that based on
human-created summary sub-shots to learn selection criteria achieves better results than unsupervised summarization [26, 46, 53, 40, 32] which selects key shots according
to manually designed criteria such as representativeness, diversity, and coverage. Similar to video summarization, the
studies on keyframes selection aim to predict representative
frames that are visually attractive and relevant to video content. Studies have explored the relationship between representative frames and various visual features [45, 12, 29, 44].
Different between the research on video summarization
and keyframes selection, we work on short videos that are
less than 10 seconds instead of videos of a few minutes.
Furthermore, we aim to select the most representative frame
from short videos instead of selecting a few key shots or
frames. To achieve the goal, we collect a large short video
dataset and propose evaluation metrics to assess methods

targeting the problem.

3. Data Collection
Due to there is no public benchmark to solve the problem of best frame selection, we show how we build a stock
video clip dataset (SVCD) primarily to address the issue. To
the best of our knowledge, SVCD is the first video dataset
that only focuses on short videos. We also compare SVCD
with other datasets to show its advantages on the best frame
selection. We will release SVCD and our models.

3.1. Short Videos Collection
We collect short videos by collecting videos from Adobe
Stock Videos1 . Each video has a manually annotated keywords list showing its content. To curate suitable short
videos, we use a positive keyword list including 26 words,
such as family, kid, and boy, to filter out videos captured
in our daily life and a negative list including 136 words,
such as white, background, and design, to block inappropriate ones. To obtain positive and negative keyword lists, we
firstly sampled a small number of videos. If the video shows
a moment that happens in our daily life, then we record the
keywords of the video as positive keywords; otherwise, we
record the keywords from it as negative keywords. We do
this iteratively until we collect enough videos according to
the keywords list. More specifically, the chosen videos in
SVCD need to satisfy three requirements: 1) including at
least one keyword from the positive keyword list; 2) not including any keyword from the negative keyword list; 3) the
videos are no longer than 10 seconds.
In total, we collect 11, 000 short videos. Among each
of them, we extract frames (e.g., 8 FPS) from it and uniformly sample 19 frames to form the frame sequence. For
all videos, we use a face detection network [31] to detect
face, which results in 5, 576 videos contain at least one
frame with face. The total number of frames with face is
73, 170, which counts for 35.01% for all frames in SVCD.
Additionally, we show the number of videos with the same
number of frames that include face in Figure 2. 2, 422
videos have all 19 frames with detected face. For videos
with face, the average number of frames with face is 13.1.

3.2. Datasets Annotation
To get human preference on the most representative
frames in short videos, we present the sampled frame sequence in each video to Amazon Mechanical Turk2 (AMT)
to collect annotations for each frame. For each task on
AMT, only workers who pass the qualification test can work
on our tasks to label 19 frames from each video with a score
1 https://stock.adobe.com/video
2 www.mturk.com
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Table 1: Datasets comparison of SVCD with benchmarks on video summarization, keyframes selection, and photo triage.
Dataset
SumeMe [19]
TVSum [46]
OVP [10]
Youtube [10]
Yahoo Screen [45]
Photo triage [4]
SVCD

number of videos (series)
25
50
50
50
1, 118
5, 953
11, 000

Number of videos

average number of photos
2.6
19

includes more videos. Additionally, the averaged number
of photos in each frame series is 7 times bigger compared
with the photo triage dataset [4]. Such comparison shows
SVCD is superior to other datasets and can be accepted as
a benchmark for studies of the best frame selection in short
videos for it includes a large number of videos, and all of
them are short ( e.g., less than 10 seconds).

2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

video time
from 1.5 to 6.5 minutes
from 1 to 5 minutes
from 1 to 4 minutes
from 1 to 10 minutes
average 2.8 minutes
less than 10 seconds

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

Number of frames with face in a video

Figure 2: The number of videos that have the same number
of frames with face.

in [1, 2, 3], where 3 indicates a frame can be used to represent the video and has high visual image quality while 1
denotes a frame with low visual image quality and does not
capture video’s content. To control annotation quality, we
randomly insert short videos with known ground truth into
the AMT tasks. Those videos have obviously best frame
so attentive workers should find out the best frame. Each
video is labeled by five distinct AMT workers, and we use
the weighted averaged ratings over the five AMT workers
as ground truth score, in which the weights are proportional
to workers’ accuracy on the quality control videos and normalized among five workers. In total, SVCD consists of
209, 000 labeled images.

3.3. Datasets Comparison
To show the advantages of SVCD, we compare it with
other benchmark datasets from video summarization, which
includes SumMe [19], TVSum [46], Open Video Project
(OVP) [10], and Youtube [10], a Yahoo Screen dataset from
keyframes selection [45], and a triage dataset from photo
triage [4]. We show the number of videos or photo series
contained in each dataset and the averaged number of photos in each video in Table 1. Compared with the datasets
from video summarization and keyframes selection, SVCD

4. Methods
In this section, we propose the model to estimate the
frame score in short videos by considering both the representatives and facial features of frames. During the inference time, the best frame of a short video is selected by
choosing the one with the highest score. Given SVCD contains videos shot in our daily life under various contents and
quality, learning to estimate the accurate rank of frames in
each video with a ranking objective is easier and more favorable than learning a regression by using the Euclidean
loss to force the frame score to get close to ground-truth
annotation. Therefore, we adopt the idea of Siamese network [6] where pairs of images are given as input during
the training process and optimize the network by using a
ranking loss function. Furthermore, SVCD concentrates on
the videos that captured in our daily lives. For those kinds
of videos, the face is an import factor when people consider selecting the best frame. Inspired by an existing study
that facial features play an essential role in selecting representative photos from collection [59], we incorporate prior
knowledge obtained from faces in one end-to-end network
for determining frame scores. The architecture is shown in
Figure 3, and the details are introduced as follows.

4.1. Siamese CNN
When selecting the best frame from a video, people follow the criterion that the selected frame can represent the
video content, and it has high image quality. However, the
various quality of videos may bias the annotation for AMT
workers. Thus rather than learning a regression to predict
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Figure 3: The proposed network for predicting best frames from short videos. The siamese network uses pairs of frames
sampled from the same video as input. Facial features, including face heatmaps and face quality, are incorporated into the
network.
an absolute score for frames in all videos, which is difficult,
learning the ranking of frames within each video is more
suitable in applications especially short videos may contain frames with similar context and quality. Toward this
end, we utilize a Siamese CNN architecture that includes
two pathways with shared parameters where each pathway
follows GoogLeNet [47] architecture. To learn the parameters, we adopt the loss function as Piecewise Ranking (PR)
loss [50] because it introduces relaxation of ground truth
score and makes the network more stable for a subjective
task. Supposing input pair of frames fed into the network
is (I1 , I2 ) , G(Ii ) is ground truth score of the frame Ii , and
P (Ii ) is its estimated value from the network. The PR loss
is formed as the following:
1
2
if Dg < ms

2 max(0, |Dp | − ms )


 1 max(0, m − D )2 + max(0, D − m )2
s
p
p
d
,
PR = 2

if ms ≤ Dg ≤ md


1
2
if Dg > md
2 max(0, md − Dp )
(1)
where Dg = G(I1 ) − G(I2 ) is the ground truth score difference between the two input frames, and Dp = P (I1 )−P (I2 )
is the predicted value difference. ms and md are constant
margin values. We denote the network design as Siamese

CNN. The Siamese CNN is fine-tuned from an off-the-shelf
image classification or tagging CNN model. For the inference, Siamese CNN estimates frame scores for a short video
and the higher score denotes the frame is more representative in the frame sequence.

4.2. Incorporating Facial Features
Many videos that are taken in our daily events contain
people. For those videos that include human faces, the size,
location, and quality of faces are important crucial when
determining the representativeness of frames. For example,
people would like to choose the frame that has an intact face
instead of the one with the only partial face, and the frame
contains face with high visual quality is more appealing and
attractive than the one with low image quality (e.g., face
blurriness). Therefore, we incorporate face information into
Siamese CNN by using face heatmap to represent the size
and location of the face and face quality feature to imply
face quality.
Face Heatmap CNN. To generate the face heatmap, we
first use a state-of-the-art face detection network [31] to
detect faces in frames. Frames without rescaling are forwarded into the face detection network. Then we use the
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Face Quality CNN. In order to get face quality features,
we first train a face quality model to estimate face quality.
We manually annotate the quality of faces in a face recognition dataset [20] and use score selected from [0, 0.5, 1] to
show face quality where the higher score implies the better
face quality. Then we utilize SqueezeNet [21] as the network to learn face quality. The loss function is adopted as
Euclidean loss (EL):
N

EL =

1X 2
g − p2i
2 i=1 i

2
2

,

(2)

where gi is the ground truth annotation of face quality and
pi is the prediction score.
To incorporate face quality estimation to Face Heatmap
CNN, the input pair of frames are forwarded to a face detection network [31] to get cropped faces. We then use the
pre-trained SqueezeNet to get the neural activations from
the second to the last layer as the face quality features.
The face quality features are forwarded to a fully connected
layer with 256 hidden units before concatenated with the
feature maps from the last inception module. For frames
with more the one faces, the averaged feature vectors are
used; for frames without a face, feature vector with all zeros is used. We denote the method as Face Quality CNN. To
train Face Quality CNN, we fix the lower inception modules
where the weights are the same as Siamese CNN and initialize the last inception module from Face Heatmap CNN. The
fully connected layers are trained from scratch.

qualitative examples in supplemental materials.

5.1. Implementation Details
Datasets preparation. For training and testing, we split
SVCD by randomly select 1, 000 videos as a testing set and
others as a training set. Since videos comprise the various
number of best frames, we exclude videos from the testing set that have all 19 frames with the same score and get
812 videos left in the testing set. The number of videos in
the testing set that have the same number of best frames is
shown in Figure 4. The average number of best frames for
videos in the testing set is 7.46.

120

Number of videos

Gaussian kernel to represent the size and location of the
face, which are inferred from the coordinates of face boundary, on face heatmap. For frames without a human face,
there is no face shown on face heatmap. The generated face
heatmap has the same image size (e.g., height and width) as
the frames forwarded into the face detection network. We
show the input pair of frames and their corresponding face
heatmaps in Figure 3.
To incorporate the knowledge from face heatmap into
Siamese CNN, the input face heatmaps are passed through a
convolutional layer with kernel size as 1×1 and number of
channels as 384 before concatenated with the features maps
obtained from lower inception modules. We denote the network design as Face Heatmap CNN. During the training
process, we only train the last inception module and fully
connected layers of Face Heatmap CNN from scratch using PR loss, while weights of lower inception modules of
Face Heatmap CNN are fixed and the same as the weights
in Siamese CNN.

100
80
60
40
20
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Number of best frames in a video

Figure 4: The number of videos in the testing set that have
the same number of best frames.

Training details. During the training process, the ground
truth scores of frames are normalized in 0 to 1. We set md =
0.03 and md = 0.1 in Equation 1 for PR loss. Since our training strategy includes three steps, we firstly train Siamese
CNN. Following the data augmentation from [28], we resize input pair of images as 256×256, randomly crop them
to 224×224, and apply horizontal flips. Then, to train Face
Heatmap CNN, we fine-tune it from Siamese CNN where
parameters in the lower inception modules are fixed. The
input pair of images are resized as 224×224 without cropping, and their corresponding face heatmaps are resized as
7×7 before forwarded into the network. Lastly, we learn
Face Quality CNN by fine-tuning it from Face Heatmap
CNN and keep parameters in the lower inception modules
fixed. To train the face quality model incorporated in Face
Quality CNN, we resize input faces as 128×128 and randomly cropped them to 112×112. We train all three networks using mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent with
batch size as 32, weight decay as 0.0002, and momentum
as 0.9. The initial learning rate is 0.001 and multiplied with
0.96 after every 16,000 iterations.

5.2. Evaluation Metrics

5. Experiments and Results
In this section, we evaluate the proposed approach on
SVCD and compare it with several other methods. We show

To evaluate different approaches for selecting the best
frame from short videos, we further propose new evaluation metrics. Although Spearman rank correlation [52] is
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widely utilized for assessing ranking models, which is calculated as the ranking correlation between predicted scores
and ground truth annotations, we do not adopt it because for
evaluating the selection of best frame, it is more important
to tell whether the top frame given by prediction model is
the best one or not rather than estimating the ranking for all
frames in a video. Instead, we can calculate the differences
between the selected frame and the best one in terms of their
ground truth scores or the ranking and utilize those information for evaluation. Thus, we introduce new metrics.
The first evaluation metric is Score Difference (SD).
Supposing the k th video includes n frames, and the ground
truth score for frames are Ski , ..., Skn . Assuming the frame
selected by the prediction model is Skp , and the best frame
has score as Skm . Then score difference is defined as:
N

SD =

1X
(Skm − Skp ),
N

(3)

k=1

where N is the total number of testing videos.
The second metric is Rank Difference (RD). Rank difference is similar to score difference. When we sort the
all frames in the k th video from low to high in terms of
their ground truth scores, we get a rank for each frame as
Rki , ..., Rkn . Assuming the frame selected by the prediction model has the rank as Rkp , and the most representative
frame has the rank as Rkm . Then the rank difference is:
N

RD =

1X
(Rkm − Rkp ).
N

(4)

k=1

The last one is Accurate Percentage (AP). Let Np be
the number of videos that the frame selected by the prediction model is the best. The accurate percentage is defined
N
as AP = Np . For SD and RD, the model with lower values
indicates better performance, while for AP, the model with
a higher value has better performance.

Photo Composition [5, 51]: We compare two photo composition studies, which are View Evaluation Net (VEN) [51]
and View Finding Network (VFN) [5], for best frame selection. The predicted score from the two networks are used to
decide the best frame.
Photo Triage [4]: We use the classification loss introduced [4] to train a Siamese network where a two-way Softmax is used to determine the better frame from an input
pair of images. For a fair comparison, we use the same network architecture as Siamese CNN. The best frame in short
video is determined through majority voting. The method
achieves state-of-the-art results in photo triage [4], which is
a challenging problem.
Euclidean Loss: We use a Euclidean loss function instead of Equation 1 to train a network.
The comparison results demonstrated in Table 2 show
the proposed Siamese CNN has better performance than
other works. For short videos, many frames have similar
aesthetics quality, and content. So the aesthetics model [27,
43] cannot tell the differences between frames with similar aesthetics quality, which is consistent with findings
from [5, 51] that the performance of aesthetics models on
ranking images with similar views are not guaranteed. Also,
those studies on learning photo composition [5, 51] performs better than the work on image aesthetics. Similarly,
Euclidean loss do not perform well on the task of ranking
views from similar images.
For the study on photo triage, the work [4] uses a
Siamese network to perform the classification of input
frames. However, a ranking loss is more favorable than a
binary classification for a subjective task because it can inTable 2: Comparison of proposed methods with other approaches on SVCD. Siamese CNN achieves better performance than other methods and Face Quality CNN shows
advantage over Siamese CNN.

5.3. Comparison Results

Approach
Random Selection
Middle Selection [12]
AesRankNet [27]
Image Aesthetics [43]
VFN [5]
VEN [51]
Photo Triage [4]
Euclidean Loss
Siamese CNN
Face Heatmap CNN
Face Quality CNN

Based on three evaluation metrics, we compare our approach with the following methods.
Random selection: The method randomly selects a frame
from a frame sequence. We run the random selection for ten
times and report the average performance.
Middle selection: We use the method to pick a middle
frame from a video when frames are sorted by their time
stamp. The previous study has shown that middle selection
performs better than selecting the first frame [12]. In experiments, we select the 10th frame in short videos.
Image Aesthetics [27, 43]: In each video sequence, we
try two aesthetics models to predict frame aesthetics and
use the aesthetics score as frame score. The best frame is
selected with the highest aesthetic value.
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SD
0.3800
0.3270
0.3862
0.3633
0.3070
0.2152
0.2240
0.2597
0.1832
0.1771
0.1646

RD
5.8894
5.4938
5. 8445
5.4778
4.9089
3.9015
3.7418
4.5234
3.1404
3.0961
2.9581

AP
03930
0.4236
0.3793
0.4027
0.4495
0.5234
0.5428
0.4741
0.5874
0.5961
0.6096

troduce the relaxation of ground truth score. Furthermore,
we incorporate face information in our network, which is
not considered in photo triage [4].
Moreover, we show the ablation analysis of three proposed networks at the bottom of Table 2. Face Quality CNN
achieves better results compared with Face Heatmap CNN
and Siamese CNN, which indicates facial features including
size, location, and quality of face are both important factors
when considering the best frames in short videos. In Figure 5, we show more details of the network performance on
videos with a different number of best frames. Videos with
more best frames are usually more predictable than videos
with less best frames.
Table 3: Comparison results between two sampling strategies. Best pairs sampling is beneficial for best frame selection than all pairs sampling.

0.40

Siamese CNN
Face Heatmap CNN
Face Quality CNN

Score Difference

0.35

0.30
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(a) Average score difference for the videos that have the same
number of best frames.
8

Siamese CNN
Face Heatmap CNN
Face Quality CNN

Rank Difference

7

6
5

4
3

Sampling Strategy
All pairs sampling
Best pairs sampling

SD
0.2239
0.1832

RD
3.7418
3.1404

AP
0.5428
0.5874

2
1

0

6. Conclusion and Discussion
In this article, we introduce a challenging problem,
which is the best frame selection in short videos. To facilitate the study, we collect a large dataset that includes
11, 000 short videos. Based on the dataset, we introduce an
end-to-end learning model with a ranking objective to select
the best frames by considering both the representativeness
and facial features in frames. The proposed method outperforms existing studies significantly on the introduced evaluation metrics. However, for the short videos with dramatically changing content such as sports videos that record basketball games where some frames focus on one player and

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Number of best frames

(b) Average rank difference for the videos that have the same
number of best frames.

5.4. Analysis on Sampling Strategies

1.0

Accurate Percentage

We further analyze whether it is necessary to sample
more pairs of frames to train the networks. We compare
with two sampling strategies for learning Siamese CNN.
The first one is all pairs sampling where for each video
in the training set, we sample two frames as a pair when
the two frames have different scores. The second one is
best pairs sampling where for each pair of frames, it includes one frame is the best frame, and another is not. We
compare the two sampling strategies on Siamese CNN. The
results shown in Table 3 show the advantage of best pairs
sampling as it has better performance than all pairs sampling on all three evaluation metrics. The comparison indicates it is more important to show networks the difference
between the best frame and other frames rather than passing all pairs of frames into networks when train networks to
learn the most representative frame from a video sequence.

1

0.8

Siamese CNN
Face Heatmap CNN
Face Quality CNN

0.6

0.4
0.2

0.0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

Number of best frames

(c) Average accurate percentage for the videos that have the
same number of best frames.

Figure 5: The score difference, rank difference, and accurate percentage for videos in the testing set with the different
number of best frames.
others focus on a team of players, the proposed method may
not select the best frame that seizes video content. We have
tried using a recurrent neural network to consider all frames
in a short video when deciding the best frame. Unfortunately, we did not observe significant improvement. For future work, it would be interesting to investigate other factors
that decide the selection of best frames.
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